Northern Micrographics PhotoAtlas™

H

istoric as well as contemporary photographs can tell wonderful
stories about a community’s heritage and development but can be
difficult to organize and present in a meaningful manner. However, a
mapped display of your photo collection offers a visual cohesiveness that
gives the viewer a better understanding of the displayed site and its
relationship to the surrounding world.

P

hotoAtlas from Northern Micrographics does just that. It lets you
publish your photo collections to the web giving them geographic
context using applications based on Microsoft®’s Bing™ Maps for
Enterprise.

User Friendly
PhotoAtlas gives your photos geographic context.

Y

ou begin with a map interface showing markers on specific
locations. Click on a marker and you’re taken to photos associated
of that location. Moving around the map is easy using standard browser
point and click gestures. Buttons on the home page of PhotoAtlas will
take you to a specific address, start you on one or more pre-defined tours
or simply take you to a favorite location.

O

nce you’ve clicked on a marker, the photograph is displayed along
with any associated metadata or other descriptive text. Multiple
photographs associated with the same point are displayed as thumbnails
and can be accessed simply by clicking on them.

Administrator Friendly

A
Create your own tours.

dministrative tools allow the site administrator to define virtual
tours that highlight specific points of interest (POI) along a route.
The administrator can add or delete tours, add or delete POI’s on a tour
and can reorder POI’s so that the tour follows a specific route. POI’s can
also be moved by the administrator to increase the accuracy of the
geographic location.
It’s easy to add, delete or change the photos and data in the
PhotoAtlas database using the included database administration
tool.

Ready for Your Web Server

P

hotoAtlas is ready to install on your web server and is compatible
with your Windows 2000/2003/2008 web server running MS SQL
Server*, MS IIS and MS .NET Version 2.0. Web browser support
includes Microsoft Internet Explorer 7 and 8, FireFox 3, Netscape
Navigator 9, Google Chrome 1.0 and Opera 9.6.

No Experience Necessary

B
Display the full size photo in a separate window

PhotoAtlas Features
• Simple web browser application
using standard point and click
functionality
• Customizable description and
metadata fields
• Compatible with your Windows
2000/2003/2008 server and most
popular browsers
• Standard Windows print controls

ecause PhotoAtlas is a browser-based application, it allows your
patrons to “point and click” their way through your photo
collections. There’s no learning curve or specialized knowledge
required.

Try the Demo

C
T

all us for more details. Or see for yourself with our live
PhotoAtlas demo at http://demo.nmtvault.com/PhotoAtlasLPL.

ry it today!

*PhotoAtlas will run on SQL Server Express Edition, Microsoft’s free edition of SQL Server
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• Administrative control module
allows adds/deletes/changes for
photos, descriptions and metadata

